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ABSTRACT

Designing a state-of-the-art large vocabulary speech recognition
systems is a highly complex problem. A wide range of techniques
are available that affect the performance and number of free pa-
rameters. Selecting the appropriate complexity of system is both
time-consuming and only a limited number of possible systems
can be examined. This paper presents initial results on automatic
system selection when both the number of dimensions and the
number of components vary. Various complexity control schemes
are discussed and evaluated. Limitations of schemes based on pre-
dicting held-out data log-likelihoods are described. In addition,
problems of standard approximations for this task are detailed.

1. INTRODUCTION

A standard problem for both data modelling and classification tasks
is how to determine the appropriate complexity of model given a
limited amount of training data. The simplest approach, and the
one adopted in the majority of speech recognition system design,
is to use a held-out data set to evaluate each model’s classification
performance. Provided the held-out dataset is sufficiently large
and representative of the data that the system is required to han-
dle, this yields an excellent estimate of performance. However
there are two major issues with this approach. First, given limited
data it is undesirable to reserve a large held out data set for system
evaluation. One approach to handling this problem is to use cross
validation. For speech recognition this is not usually feasible due
to the number of systems that would have to be built. The sec-
ond problem, and the one considered in this paper, is that as the
number of possible models increases it is not feasible to build and
evaluate the performance of each model. This has led to the de-
velopment of model selection schemes that only rely on attributes
of the model and the training data. These techniques are normally
split into two groups. The first is based on Bayesian techniques,
where the model parameters are treated as random variables to be
integrated out. One standard such approach is the Bayesian Infor-
mation Criterion (BIC) [1]. The second category is information
theory approaches. The complexity control problem is treated as
finding a minimum code length, for example minimum descrip-
tion length (MDL) principle [2]. The two approaches are related,
asymptotically both tend to the BIC approximation.

This paper examines automatic complexity control schemes
for speech recognition using mixture of Gaussian HMM-based
systems. In particular, the task is to select the appropriate com-
plexity of system when both the dimensionality of the data and
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the number of Gaussian components vary. In contrast, most other
work for ASR has only addressed complexity control for a single
form of parameter, for example, the number of components, opti-
mal HMM state clustering or adaptation transforms sharing [4, 5].
The form of projection scheme examined is linear, heteroscedas-
tic linear discriminant analysis (HLDA) [6]. As this is a maximum
likelihood based approach the complete feature vector is modelled.
This allows valid comparison of log-likelihoods between systems
of different projection dimensions. In this initial series of exper-
iments only global decisions about the nature of the system are
considered. This restricts the number of possible models. The
overall aim is to be able to make local decisions such as using
varying dimensions for different parts of speech [7]. However, us-
ing global decisions allow explicit evaluation of the word error rate
(WER) and associated measures for all possible models. The next
section describes the HLDA transform and optimisation scheme.
Section 3 details the general area of complexity control and the
schemes used in this paper. The results on a standard large vocab-
ulary speech recognition task are given in section 4.

2. HLDA OPTIMIZATION

HLDA [6] is a linear projection scheme and may be viewed as a
generalisation of LDA. It removes the restriction that all the within
class covariance matrices are the same. The HLDA projection ma-
trix, ��� , for a � -dimensional feature space, � , may be written as��	�
� � ����� ��� ������ �  ������� ��� ��� ��  �����  ������� � (1)

where the top � dimensions,
��  ��� , are deemed to be those dimen-

sions that contain discriminatory information, the useful dimen-
sions, and the final ( � -� )-dimensions,

��  ������� , contain no useful in-
formation, the nuisance dimensions. HLDA transforms are trained
using maximum likelihood (ML) estimation and the EM algorithm.
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< = F A and
< =@?�A are the covariance of component � and the global

covariance in the original feature space, � , - is the number of
training data frames and J F %(L + is the posterior probability of be-
ing in component � at time

L
.

Directly maximizing equation 2 via numerical methods is com-
putationally very expensive. An alternative iterative optimisation
scheme is given in [7] where equation 2 is expressed as��� �"!$#&%('*) �',+ � - . /�1"2 444 � � 444 6 7 B.ED � � ���� = � A � �
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where � �� is the ���	� row of � � and
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J = F A � � I J F %(L + is the mixture occupancy counts,
$

is the set
of indices of the nuisance dimensions. An iterative scheme is then
used, alternating between updating the estimate of the covariance
matrices, given the current transform, and the columns of the trans-
formation. The transformation matrix columns are given by� �� �.- � � = � A *0/,1 -- � � = � A *0/ - �� (7)

where - � is the cofactor vector of row � of � � . For any iterative es-
timation scheme it is necessary to initialise the model parameters,
Here the projection matrix is initialised by examining the Fisher
ratio values and selecting those dimensions with the largest Fisher
ratios. In this form of system model parameters are estimated for
all the dimensions, including the nuisance dimensions.

3. MODEL COMPLEXITY CONTROL

A standard problem in speech recognition, and machine learning
in general, is how to obtain the appropriate complexity of system
given a limited amount, - , of training data, 2 . In the case of
HMM-based speech recognition this normally requires deciding
the number of states in the system and the number of components
to assign to each of those states. When global decisions about the
structure of the models are made, for example how many compo-
nents all the states should have, then it is possible to search over
the space of all models, 3 '54

, evaluating the classification per-
formance of each model on some held out data set, 6 . However,
as local decisions about complexity are made, the space of pos-
sible models increases. Explicit evaluation of all possible models
becomes impractical. Some form of measure, which does not ex-
plicitly require calculating an error rate, is required. This section
examines various criteria with respect to an HLDA system. Here
the number of mixture components per state may vary as well as
as the useful dimension size, � .

The simplest approach to reducing the computational cost is to
compute the log-likelihood of some held-out data, given the MAP
or ML estimate,

�7
, of each of the possible models. The appropri-

ate model is then determined by�' � O98 2�:>O9;<(=?>A@ /�1"2 � % 6CB '�) �7 + � % �7 B ',+EDQ%(' ++F
(8)

This assumes that the set of models is “close” enough to the cor-
rect model, that an increase in held-out data log-likelihood will de-
crease WER. This assumption may be poor, particularly for highly
complex processes such as speech recognition. Even if this as-
sumption is reasonable, it may still be impractical to evaluate the
log-likelihood when the set of possible models becomes very large.
In addition, it is preferable to make use of all the available training
data, rather than using a held-out data set, or cross validation.

An alternative approach is to use Bayesian model selection
techniques. Rather than using the MAP or ML estimates of the
model parameters, the model parameters are integrated out to get
an estimate of the marginal likelihood, or evidence, for each model,� % 2GB ',+

. This is then weighted by the prior for each model,DQ%(' +
. This selection process is normally written as�' �
OH8 2�:>OH;<I=?>�J /�1"2 DQ%(',+LK � % 2GB 7 ) ' + � % 7 B ' + M 7NM (9)

This form of marginalisation automatically penalises overly com-
plex models. However it is normally computationally intractable
to directly compute the marginal log-likelihood in equation 9. This
has led to the development of various approximate schemes. For
this paper the model parameters priors, � % 7 B ' +

, and model pri-
ors,

DQ%(' +
, are assumed to be uninformative.

One of the simplest and most commonly used approximations
to Bayesian model selection in the Bayesian information criterion
(BIC) [1]. A general form is shown in equation 10./�1"2 � % 2NB ' +PO /�132 � % 2GB �7 ) ' + 7?QSRUT . /�1"2 - (10)

where
�7

is the ML estimate of model parameters. Schwartz [1]
proved that, with the restriction that Q � B , this is a first order
asymptotic approximation to 9 as -WVYX . For a � -dimensional
HLDA system with � useful dimensions, the number of free pa-
rameters, T , is given by T � � 6�Z .\[ � Z . % � 7 � + Z [ , where[

is the total number of Gaussian components and the number of
transitions and states are fixed. In [4] penalized BIC, where Q is
not constrained to be one, was proposed. Q is usually tuned to a
particular task or model set. It is designed to take into account two
aspects of the approximation. For real data, such as speech, the
samples are seldom independent, or conditionally independent, of
one another. Q allows this dependence to be taken into account.
This results in Q typically being greater than 1. The second aspect
is to compensate for the ignored higher order terms when there is
finite training data. If these higher-order terms vary dramatically
depending in the nature of the parameters the performance of pe-
nalised BIC can be limited.

The penalised BIC approximation in equation 10 uses the log-
likelihood of the training data. For each model this must be com-
puted using the training data. An alternative is to use the log-
likelihood of the complete dataset, the auxiliary function. Multi-
ple systems are then able to share the same complete dataset, for
example all the 12 component systems could use the same set of
posteriors, J F %(L + . This can dramatically reduce the computational
cost. Even when the number of components varies the state poste-
riors may be fixed. There are two issues with this approximation.
First the ordering obtained from the log-likelihoods is assume to
be same as that of the auxiliary functions. However differences
in auxiliary function values (for a fixed model) are underestimates
of differences in the log-likelihood. Second the approximations
are normally based around the ML, or MAP, estimate of the model
parameters. These are not obtained if the complete dataset is fixed.



Laplace’s method approximates the marginal likelihood by fit-
ting a Gaussian at the optimum of the model parameters and com-
puting the volume under that Gaussian [3]. This yields/�132 � % 2GB ',+ O /�132 � % 2GB �7 ) ' + Z T . /�1"2 . � 7 T . /�1"2 -7 B. /�1"2 4444 B- � % �7 + 4444 (11)

where
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is the Fisher information matrix defined as
� % �7 + �� 6 /�1"2K� % 2GB �7 ) ',+

. Laplace’s approximation is a second order
approximation to the marginal likelihood. Unfortunately, com-
puting

� % �7 +
for a large vocabulary speech recognition systems is

impractical. In this paper
� % �7 +

is approximated using a block-
diagonal structure. Each component is assumed independent of
all others and the mean and variance parameters of each compo-
nent are assumed independent. Furthermore, the HLDA transform
parameters are assumed independent of other parameters. To fur-
ther simplify the problem, the auxiliary function rather than the
log-likelihood is used. The approximated log marginal auxiliary
function may be expressed as (from equation 5)�' � OH8 2�:>O9;<I=?> � � � �3!$# %('�)��' + 7 B. % � Z B + D F /�1"2 J = F A
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where
�'

is the model used to obtain the complete dataset.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The CU-HTK Hub5 system for Switchboard evaluation was used
to evaluate the model selection schemes. A standard 68 hour sub-
set of the Hub5 training was selected, containing training data for
862 Switchboard I conversation sides and a subset of 92 Call Home
English (CHE) sides. The standard acoustic features were 13 or-
der cepstral coefficients, including the zero order, with first order
and second order derivatives, a 39 dimensional feature vector. For
all HLDA projection experiments third derivatives were added to
give a 52-dimensional feature vector. The cepstral coefficients are
derived from a modified PLP analysis, using Mel-scale filter-bank
data, with the frequency range from 125Hz to 3.8kHz. Cepstral
features were normalized for each conversation side via side based
cepstral mean and variance normalization, and vocal tract length
normalization. Using this data, a continuous density, mixture of
Gaussian, cross-word triphone, gender independent HMM system
was trained using maximum likelihood estimation. State clustered
decision tree tying was used to specify 6168 speech states. All
recognition experiments used a tri-gram language model. A 3 hour
subset of the 2001 development data was used as the test data and
held-out data.

This paper presents initial experiments where global decisions
are made about the complexity of the model. This allows all the
measures to be evaluated, including word error rate. The aim of
these experiments is to establish which measures are most closely

related to word error rate. The range of model varied by: the num-
ber of components per state from the set 3 B . ) B� ) .�� 4 ; the number
of useful dimensions from the set 3 .�� )�������)�� . 4 . This gave a total
of 75 models. In addition 3 B . ) B� ) .�� 4 component systems using
the standard front-end were evaluated.
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Fig. 1. Test set word error rate for all possible models, with the
standard front-end 12, 16 and 24 component performance

Figure 1 shows the WER performance of the 75 HLDA sys-
tems and the three standard front-end systems on the test data. This
is the “gold-standard” of model selection, classification perfor-
mance. The HLDA systems significantly out performed the stan-
dard front-ends for the equivalent number of components per state.
As expected there was some random variation in the performance,
since we do not have an infinite held out test set. The best perfor-
mance, 36.8%, was obtained using 24 components per state and an
HLDA projection from 52 dimensions to 38 dimensions. However,
similar performance was obtained from a range of useful dimen-
sions, approximately 33 to 47.
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Fig. 2. Test data word error rate against held-out data log-
likelihood metric

The standard complexity measures are based on producing
systems that model unseen data well, i.e. the log-likelihood of
held-out data. Figure 2 shows the relationship of the held-out
data log-likelihood with WER. If log-likelihood truly predicted the
WER, WER would decrease as log-likelihood increased. Though
the figure shows this general trend, there is significant variation.
Using this measure, the most complex system, 24 components per
state and 52 useful dimensions, was selected. This had an error rate



of 37.4% significantly worse than the best system performance of
36.8%.
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Fig. 3. Average training data log-likelihood against number of
model parameters for all systems

Despite the limitations of using held-out log-likelihood to pre-
dict WER, it is useful to examine the performance of the standard
approximations. For BIC and penalised BIC there is assumed to
be sufficient training data that the effects of the normalised Fisher
information matrix is negligible. The approximate marginal log-
likelihood is only a function of the log-likelihood and number of
model parameters. Hence, the training data log-likelihood is ex-
pected to monotonically increase as the number of model parame-
ters increases, irrespective of the form of the parameters. Figure 3
shows this relationship for the 75 HLDA models. There are three
distinct lines associated with the 12, 16 and 24 component sys-
tems. For each of these systems the training data log-likelihood
increases as the number of useful dimensions increases. However,
if the number of parameters is selected, for example, as approxi-
mately 6 million, the average training data log-likelihood is either
-54.7 or -55.8, depending on whether parameters are used for in-
creasing the number of components or the number of useful di-
mensions. This indicates a major limitation of BIC when selecting
over models with different forms of parameters, even when Q is al-
lowed to vary. Varying Q to minimise WER gave a performance of
37.4%. This is disappointing as Q was tuned using the true WER.
However, if only the useful dimensions, or number of components
is varied, it is possible to select Q so that the minimum WER sys-
tem is selected. Similar trends are observed when penalising the
auxiliary function with BIC, rather than log-likelihood.

In contrast to BIC, Laplace’s approximation takes into account
the second order terms. Figure 4 shows the WER against Laplace’s
approximation value. In a similar fashion to the average held-out
data log-likelihood there is a general trend of improved perfor-
mance as the Laplace’s approximation value increases. Though
again there is significant variation. Using this measure the best
model had an error rate of 37.1%. At present no experiments have
been performed where a form of Q is introduced to help account
for the dependencies in the training data.

5. CONCLUSION

This paper has investigated how to select the appropriate complex-
ity of a HMM-based speech recognition system when both the
number of components per state and the number of dimensions
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Fig. 4. Test set word error rate against Laplace’s approximation
measure

retained with an HLDA projection. In this initial investigation a
restricted number of possible models were examined to allow all
measures, including word error, to be assessed. Current complex-
ity controls are normally derived from either Bayesian schemes
based on correctly modelling the data, or coding schemes for min-
imising the bit rate. When applying these measures for classifi-
cation, the assumption is made that classification performance im-
proves as the log-likelihood on held-out data increases. For speech
recognition it is found that, though there is some level of correla-
tion, for detailed selection it is not appropriate. In addition the
limitations of some standard complexity control schemes were ex-
amined. None of the likelihood based schemes currently appear
suitable for detailed complexity control task. Future research work
will be focused on discriminative criteria that are more closely re-
lated to predicting held-out data word error rates, rather than held-
out data log-likelihoods.
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